as Russia should have these fine things at all—at least, have them so soon.
Perhaps too soon!
I grant all that and still regret.
But I saw something in the glimpses I had of the Russian people them-
selves which makes me smile in anticipation: the Russian Spirit!
There is nothing like that spirit anywhere in the world today.
I felt it in the air, saw it as a kind of aura about the wholesome male-
ness of her men and femaleness of her women; in this new gospel of work;
in the glad open expressions of the faces of workmen and workwomen.
Freedom already affects them unconsciously; proud they carry themselves.
Especially the women. I could not help feeling, 'What a'mother this new
Russia is going to have!'
A kind of new heroism, one more integral with humankind, is surely
growing up in the world in the Soviet Union where men are men and
women are women; where God has ceased to be an expensive abstraction
to the people; where abortion is abolished; where there is no illegitimate
child and the resources of the state stand behind the mother to reinforce
her in the care of her sons and daughters, In Russia, there is a place in
the sun ready for the little newcomer when conceived. Wherever and
whenever the child is born, there is really another citizen with rights
guaranteed by the state—education ready and waiting and opportunity to
work. There is no discrimination between the sexes.
All this is surely wise.
And how wise are the premiums placed upon quality in work—integral
industrial rewards which build up the man in his effort—the *Stakhanov
Principle', they call it. Rewards of a social and substantial character de-
vised by a wise leader to develop an entirely new Success ideal. It is hard
for us here in our society, our Success ideal as it is, to conceive this new
freedom for the individual without grasping several fundamental things
totally changed there in the human objective. I find myself continually
needing a more simple viewpoint than our complex order of cmeum and
tuum' allows. Until we get that viewpoint, however, we cannot under-
stand Russia. We of the grasping West will marvel at her vitality and
strength, her heroic growth and richness of expression, and admire
especially her colourful individuality, never knowing the secret of such
happiness.
That secret is too simple for us because it does not longer consist in our
way of to-have or to-hold but in acceptance of a life consisting in aeither
except insofar as having or holding may have human benefits each to each
and each to all. The relief of such release from ignoble fear, economic
anxiety and false shames, you may already see in Soviet faces, Soviet acts.
Heroes and heroism will glisten naturally in the fabric of this-new Soviet
'life.
Having seen and sensed the Russian spirit, I should say that enemies
interfering With the Soviet Union would not os% have to reckon with the
whole male population bearing arms, but with the women too, and
child above turn years of age.
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